DISCOVERY Workshops with Paul Wang (Revised 17th June 2022)

Drawings are almost always the product of adventure and struggle,
and metaphorically speaking, every drawing has a potential dragon that needs slaying
on the way to freeing the princess, or securing the pot of gold.
It is the fisherman’s struggle to lure and land the fish, and our own search for the Holy Grail.
– Drawing Projects, by Mick Maslen & Jack southern

DISCOVERY WORKSHOPS
This series of carefully sequenced and crafted workshops aim to help you become more playful and curious
in your art making journey. Every time you open your sketchbook a new exciting adventure awaits you. We
just need to know how to take the first step.
These process-driven workshops are designed to spark curiosity, help you meander from a fixed point of
view and rediscover the joys of playing with art tools and concepts. We will consider the dance between
control and freedom, when to be intentional and when to let go, during our thinking and making. With this
explorative play-based approach, students will be encouraged to question, experiment and create their own
unique way of expressing themselves.
There will be many opportunities to turn happy mistakes into opportunities. Hopefully through this
immersive experience we learn how to think independently inside, around and outside the ‘box’.

GENERAL LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To WANDER
•
•
•

Walk, meander or move in a leisurely or aimless way.
Move slowly away from a fixed point or place.
INVESTIGATE & EXPERIMENT with your hands & feet.

To WONDER
• A feeling of amazement caused by something beautiful, remarkable or unfamiliar.
• Desire to know something. Feel curious, feel doubt.
• REFLECT & CONNECT with your heart & mind.

DISCOVERY Workshops with Paul Wang
1. HORIZONTAL ADVENTURES
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• To explore freedom and control in drawing and thinking.
• To be more expressive when mark making & sketching on paper.
• To experiment with various old and new drawing tools for sketching.
• To learn how to create adventurous horizontal journeys across the sketchbook.
This workshop will show you know to make expressive marks and lines on paper to confidently capture the
scene in front of you. If you are an experienced sketcher and in need of fresh ideas, this workshop will
hopefully help you step out of your comfort zone and play. During the workshop, you will learn how to handle
different tools and even play with a few unconventional drawing tools. We will also create interesting effects
with water-soluble materials to add accent to our sketches.

DISCOVERY Workshops with Paul Wang
2. CELEBRATING TEXTURES
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Sharpen our awareness of physical textures and the power of visual textures.
• Mimic and transform textures by learning about DENSITY & DIRECTION of watercolour.
• Push & Pull textures to create ILLUSION of depth on paper.
• Learn to DESIGN and develop impressionistic sketches with confidence.
This is a playful workshop that elevates and celebrates textures.
Textures are found all around us. We can see and feel textures. They provide sensory inputs and important
information about our environment. In urban sketching, textures can be used to increase visual interest,
create illusion of space and convey emotions. Knowing how to create a wide range of dynamic textures with
water and paint can also powerfully add energy and movement to your visual stories.
This workshop will show you how to observe your surroundings, thereafter mimic and transform textures
onto paper with a few creative techniques. After building a big collection of textures, we will learn how to
grow and design our sketches with layers of dynamic textures. Ready to play and get messy with water and
colour?

DISCOVERY Workshops with Paul Wang
3. PLAYING WITH WATER & COLOUR
LEARNING GOALS:
• Explore the Flow of water and paint (DENSITY & DIRECTION)
• Mixing & Blending Watercolour on paper to create connection.
• Rainbow Caterpillar.
• Colours over Lines & Lines over Colours.
This session is for anyone and everyone who enjoys watching liquid paint flow and dance on paper. We will
witness the magic of how water is an important vehicle to watercolour pigment. To make your colour sing,
you have to get really intimate with the process.
During this experiential session, you will be taught simple yet effective ways to mix and blend watercolour
on paper. Understanding water to paint ratio is both an art and a science so be prepared for many happy
accidents. The focus is on learning through playful experiments and do allow the unpredictable nature of
watercolour to surprise and fascinate you.
The workshop will culminate in the application of colour washes to urban sketches.

DISCOVERY WEEKEND Workshops with Paul Wang
4. BREAK & BUILD – Reimagine your Art
LEARNING GOALS:
• Celebrate imperfections and turn mistakes into opportunities.
• Learn how to creatively Break, Build and Build a sketch.
• Ability to generate new and divergent ways of seeing and thinking.
• Sketch on|-location with freedom and confidence.
This workshop is inspired by Kintsugi, the Japanese art of mending broken pottery pieces back
together with gold — built on the idea that in embracing flaws and imperfections, you can create an
even stronger, more beautiful piece of art.
So maybe there is another way to reimagine and rebuild a sketch that is seemingly ruined and
destined for the rubbish bin.
We will transform a finished sketch by ‘shattering’ it and BREAKING up the sketch into interesting
puzzle pieces. With these seemingly broken pieces, we can free up our creative process and start
BUILDING something new and more exciting. We will complete the transformation by bonding
and BRIDGING all the broken shapes together to create a brand new and visually unified sketch.
Ready to be surprised as we celebrate flaws and imperfections?

Before breaking & building

After breaking & building

DISCOVERY WORKSHOPS SCHEDULE (4 Day Format)

DAY 1 – HORIZONTAL ADVENTURES (Wednesday 7th Sept)
9.30-10.00am
10.00am-1.00pm

1.00-2.00pm
2.00-2.30pm
2.30-4.00pm
4.00-4.30pm

Registration & Check-in
1. HORIZONTAL ADVENTURES
(Concept & Techniques)
- Get to know your old & new tools
- Invigorate your mark making
- Experiment & Innovate
- Ascend & Descend
LUNCH and travel to a plein air location
DEMO on-location
PRACTICE on-location
Show & Tell
Q&A + Debrief

DURATION
30mins
150mins

LOCATION
KAC Classroom
** there will be a 10mins coffee
break.

60mins
30mins
90mins
30mins

Free & Easy
Possible LOCATION:
Back alley, Gritty & messy
corners, some human activities,
overlapping buildings, Indoor
spaces like cafes or pubs.

DAY 2 – CELEBRATING TEXTURES (Thursday 8th Sept)
9.45-10.00am
10.00am-1.00pm

1.00-2.00pm
2.00-2.30pm
2.30-4.00pm
4.00-4.30pm

Check-in
2. CELEBRATING TEXTURES
- Mimic & transform textures by learning
about DENSITY & DIRECTION
- Push & Pull textures to create ILLUSION.
- DESIGN and develop impressionistic
sketches with confidence.
LUNCH and travel to a plein air location
DEMO on-location
PRACTICE on-location
Show & Tell
Q&A + Debrief

DURATION
15mins
150mins

LOCATION
KAC Classroom
** there will be a 10mins coffee
break.

60mins
30mins
90mins
30mins

Free & Easy
Possible LOCATION:
Can be the same or similar as
Day 1
Back alley, Gritty & messy
corners, some human activities,
overlapping buildings, Indoor
spaces like cafes or pubs.

DAY 3 – PLAYING WITH WATER & COLOUR (Friday 9th Sept)
9.45-10.00am
10.00am-1.00pm

1.00-2.00pm
2.00-2.30pm
2.30-4.00pm
4.00-4.30pm

Check-in
PLAYING WITH WATER & COLOUR
- Density
- Rainbow Caterpillar
- Fill your Vessels
- Flow & Interruption (Contrast)
LUNCH and travel to a plein air location
DEMO on-location
PRACTICE on-location
Show & Tell
Q&A + Debrief

DURATION
15mins
150mins

LOCATION
KAC Classroom
** there will be a 10min coffee
break.

60mins
30mins
90mins
30mins

Free & Easy
LOCATION 3:

DAY 4 – REIMAGINE YOUR ART (Saturday 10th Sept)
9.45-10.00am
10.00-10.30am
10.30am12.30pm
12.30-1.00pm
1.00-2.15pm
2.15-3.15pm

3.15-4.15pm
4.30-5.00pm

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.

1.
2
3.

1.
2.

Meet at specified out-door location
Demo
PRACTICE concepts from Day 1 – 3
+ Individual Consultation on site
Show & Tell + Q&A
Return to studio and lunch
4. REIMAGINE YOUR ART
- Concepts & Techniques
- Break, Build & Bridge
PRACTICE in Classroom
Show & Tell
Q&A + Debrief

DRAWING & MARK-MAKING Tools
Graphite Pencils & Sharpener, Pen, Fountain Pen
Colour pencils, Crayons, Colour markers
Drawing Ink or Acrylic ink

DURATION
15mins
30mins
120mins
30mins
75mins
60mins

LOCATION
LOCATION 4:

KAC Studio
KAC Classroom

60mins
30mins

Include some water-soluble tools
Black, brown, blue or any dark
colour.

Optional: SAILOR Fude-De-Mannen Bamboo Green
Fountain Pen Fude 55degree
PAINTS & TOOLS
Watercolour (pans or tubes)
Watercolour brushes (Assorted sizes)
Water containers, mixing palette, small spray bottle,
paper towel

Include a few dark colours
Avoid waterbrush

PAPER
A4 or A3 Sketchbook (suitable for watercolour)
A4 or A3 loose watercolour paper
Sturdy Drawing Board & Clips

Hot or Cold press paper
Include both Cold & Hot press

OTHERS
Quick dry liquid GLUE or Glue stick, masking tape or
sticky tape & SCISSORS.
Urbansketching Supplies: Small portable chair, Hat

Avoid putting your scissors in your
carry-on luggage.

Email: paulartsg@gmail.com
Instagram: paulwang_sg
Website: paulartsg.wix.com/paulwang

